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Financial services software
for your digital needs

Mobile Banking

eKYC

Digital Wallet CRM

360 view

RPA

AI & ML

Online Banking

Biometric Verification

Digital Branch

Worx solutions, powered by Microsoft Technologies
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Worx improves customer acquisition, retention
and reduces operational risk

Worx provides solutions that digitalize and automate financial institution 
operations allowing you to:

Process-Oriented

Improve operational efficiency 
and reduce costs with automated 

product and business process 
management software

Policies Pre-Configuration

Streamline the customer experience 
and ease staff workload through 

preconfigured policy and product 
approval rules

Intelligent Insights

Deliver differentiated customer 
experiences through deeper 
customer insights, enabling 

behavioral prediction

Automated KYC

Save time and boost customer 
satisfaction with identity verification 
and authentication tools and Know-

Your-Customer (KYC) compliance

Standard Connectors

Natively integrate with any core 
financial institution system and 

third-party application for seamless 
data flows

Customer Centric

Improve sales and service 
performance with a dashboard 

displaying a 360-degree view of 
customer information and products

business process
automation

360-degree
view

enhanced
customer journey

know your
customer

open
architecture
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A software which digitalizes operations

Worx Digital Branch and Channels Solutions
improve the customer experience
Whether the customer uses a smartphone, tablet or desktop , your customers will be able to manage their 

finances, apply for new products and communicate with institution staff.

Digitalize the onboarding process 
using state of the art biometric 

verification technologies

User-friendly, fast transfers within 
accounts or to designated

beneficiaries

A real-time dashboard including all of 
the customer’s products

and services

Clear and easy-to-manage loyalty 
programs with multiple tiers,

segments and point rules

One-click access to make loan 
payments and loan management 

requests

Simple and easy-to-use digital
forms for new requests 

and applications

Delivering deeper customer 
insights leveraging AI & ML

A comprehensive CRM solution covering 
sales & marketing, customer service, and 
360-degree view of your customers.

State of the art 
omnichannel solution that 
eliminates the silos and is 
very rich in features.

Automating retail banking, corporate 
banking, loan origination processes, 
improving efficiency, and reducing risks. 

Provides truly digital, 
paperless experience from 
the onboarding, biometric 
identification, KYC to self-
service processes.

click the to extend content



Ready to embark your digital transformation journey

ABOUT CUBIC 
Banking software from a company that knows finance

Cubic Information Systems is a software development company that helps businesses across the globe expand their 

capabilities and improve operations. Cubic is a Microsoft Gold Partner with in-depth knowledge of Dynamics 365, a 

platform that allow fast and efficient development of innovative, affordable software solutions. With each client, our goal 

is to increase process efficiencies, reduce costs, optimize the customer experience and uncover new opportunities for 

growth.

Headquartered in Dubai, UAE, Cubic Systems works with business partners in many regions around the globe.

Let Cubic unlock your institution’s untapped potential!

Connect with us www.cubicsystems.com

 info@cubicsystems.com
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